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Robins Vows To Protect t:he Ac~used

,.

By SUE LANDON
Despite public criticism and
sensational press coverage, the
rights of the accused in a trial
must be protected or the police
could arrest for anything,
Municipal Judge Harry Robins
said Thursday to The Lobo.
"I'm controversial," he said.
"But in my judgements I must
protect the a'ccused. I threw out a
vagrancy case because a man has a
right to be in a public place, I
ruled for a hitch hiker because of
the police search and seizure Of
him. If I didn't protect the
accused, the police would be able
to arrest for anything."
Robins attributed the public's
disagreement with his decisions to
lack of knowledge about the case
and to intolerance.
.
Sensational
"People don't see as much of a
case as I do. The media are too
sensational; they don't pay
enough attention to the dull side
of a case. Anyway, most people
are headline readers - they are
too lazy to read the full body of
the story," he said.
As an example of the way the
media can mislead the public
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cited the local riot trials.
"The headline on one paper
said 28 were acquitted, while
another paper said 29 were
convicted. Both were right. I'm
not saying the newspapers are
dishonest,· but it is very hard to
convey the truth about court
decisions."
However, Robins could not see
any way besides the reporter's eye
to convey courtroom decisions.
. No TV Coverage
"I wouldn't allow direct
coverage of my cases by television
because of the damag~ to the
innocent. It would not be fair to
put a witness on the stand for two
minutes and expose him to all
that publicity,"· he said,
Robins also criticized the
public's tendency to decide on a
verdict without trying to know
the facts about a case.
"Many people don't want to
hear logic; they make decisions
based on their emotions," he said.
"They want every human to be
the same as them. But the people
who are mad at me for letting
someone go on a drug charge are
the same ones who yell at me to
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acquit their son if he's arrested for
drugs.''
LI'beral?

Asked if he agreed with the
characterization of himself as a
)'liberal judge, Robins said,
Hf,lh r'Whether I'm called liberal or
·
conservative depends on whose
bread is. being buttered. I've been
called a fascist in the courtroom.
If compassion is liberal, then I'm
liberal. But I don't want labels. I
agree with what Supreme Court
Justice Cardoza said when asked
if he leaned to the left. He said, 1I
don't lean to the left. I don't lean
to the right. I lean straight up and
down. That's what I try to do."
Commenting on recent prison
protests in the country and in
New Mexico, Robins said, "I agree
that prisons don't rehabilitate. I
often don't send first offenders to
prison. However, there are some
criminals who must be locked'
up."

L/lJ'

Harry Robbins

Addressing himself to the
University, Robins said, ui wish
you would solve your parking
problem. I'm the one who ends up
handling all those parking
violations.''

Food Service Clients' Evaluation

Man Does Not Live by Bread • • •

Ransom, Criticisms Offered
By Two-time Bike Loser
The first bicycle stolen at UNM
this semester was cut from the
Onate bike rack. The bike
belonged to freshman Kurt
Wolter. Last Friday another
bicycle was taken front the Onate
rack. lt belonged to Kurt Wolter.
1
' I couldn't believe it!'' Wolter
said. uBoth were securely locked
to the rack. I had the second bike
only twelve hours when it was
stolen."
Wolter attributed the thefts to
the bike rack location.
"The r11ck is away from the
street and lights. A thief might
think twice about sealing a bike if
he had to worry about being seen
by a passing patrol car," he said.
Wo 1t cr also said the thefts
resulted from people's lack of
concern for Mch other both on
and off campus.
1
campus students don't
' 0 n
seem to care about each other. In
the dorms you never have any
silence because residents won't
tutn down blarirtg radios ever.
Mo~day,

October 1 T, 1971

when you ask them/' he said.
"People can be very
ego-centered-they want
something tor nothing.''
Howevel', Wolter decided to
appeal to the thieves h1 a
mimeographed notice asking for
the return of his bike.
11
lf you kidnapped my bike 1'11
pay ransom/' the note said. ' 11
re11lize times are bad. If you stole
my bike, please call; out of town
call collect."
Wolter said he printed the
notice because ' 1thieves can't be
all bad/' However, he has not
received any response.
Since both of his bikes were
ten-speeds, Wolter advised against
owning such expensive models.
1
' Ten·speeds . have
become a
prestige item. There aren't enough
hills in Albuquerque to require
owning a ten speed. A Sears bike
with balloon tires is probably the
best bike to own," he said.
Wolter noted that he never
plans to buy another bike.

By JANET BLOOM
A storm is brewing among
dormitory residents over the food
served them and they are
compiling a report to be presented
to the UNM Housing Committee
at the next meeting, as well as
planning actions designed to show
the students' support for the
report.
At a meeting of the Central
Co ordina ti ng Committee
Thursday night in Hokona Hall
the plans were explained to
reDresentatives from the other
dormitories.
"We're working, thus far, on
last year's information," a
spokesman for the committee,
Richard Kave said. "We've had a
hard time getting information
until we got the ball rolling and
the support behind us. Now the
door's open for us."
He quoted figures from last
year's reports: Hokona collected,
from meal tickets and cash
payments, a total of
$1,175,211.45 and La Posada
collected $748,157.86. All ofthis
was turned in to the general fund.
From this Hokona was returned
$1,116,258.20 and La Posada was
returned $617,689.50 for
operating expenses. Thus
$89,321.61 was raked off the top
as clear profit and went to pay off
the general.building bond fund of
1948.
From the money returned to

the dining halls a further profit
was made, he said. Although La
Posada lost $2,367.17 Hokona
made $16,140.14, a combined
profit of $13,772.97.
The report the committee is
compiling for the Housing
Committee will include not only
the gripes of the dining hall users
but a "comprehensive alternative
plan" to the food service now in
operation.
Catering
"We have contacted catering
companies to come in and give
estimates of the cost to have food
brought in," Kave said. "Catered
food is cheaper. Why?"
The committee has taken the
problem to the Legal Service and
were told that in order to change
the system of food service, they
must get new contracts, This is
the hope behind the reports they
are preparing for the next Housing
Committee meeting.
"We hope to force the dining
service to capitulate to a new plan
or close;'' he said.
The first action was taken after
a ballot had been passed out to
cafeteria patrons at lunch time
'.Ihursday to vote on a proposed
change in Sunday meal times. At
dinner time the ballots were
passed out again and the
committee passed out some notes
of its own, urging cafeteria users
to not return the ballots as hours
were not so much the problem as

food quality and especially food
preparation.
"By 6: 30," reported Kave,
"only three ballots had been
returned."
There was a lone dissenter at
the meeting. The representative
from De Vargas objected to the
others' complaints, to the actions
taken and to the compilation of
the report. She said she had heard
of no complaints from the girls in
her dorm and walked out of the
meeting.
The others at the meeting luid
their own gripes to make:
Gripes
If a meal ticket holder misses a
meal, he has to pay for it anyway;
if a person habitually has a cup of
coffee and a doughnut for
breakfast, he still pays as though
he had ea~n a full meal; and there
is no provision for vegetarians or
other dieters to get a small well
balanced meal.
There were more gripes: the
food service has no trained
dietician; those preparing the food
don't know how to do it properly
and left over meat is saved up
from even shrimp sandwiches to
make taco meat.
The Central Coordinating
Committee feels that money being
paid for food should be used for
improved food, impro.ved
preparation and improved service
not for retiring old building
bonds.

Speech Students Voice Opinions
Department Initiates Teacher Evaluation
By TIM CALLAHAN
Students in the speech
department now have an active
role in instructor evaluation.
This is the result of a
mandatory student· instructor
course evaluation implemented in
the department in December,
1970 1 b~ Gerald M. Goldhaber,
assistant professor of
organizational communications
and Web Eubank, chairman of the
department.
'Better Instruction'
"One of the important aspects
o£ the evaluation,ll said
Goldhaber1 "is that the students
now have an active part in the
decision ~ making in instructor

evaluation. Students will also gain
by getting better instruction."
The student evaluation is
determined through computer
analysis and statistics. The
students rate (which is also
mandatory) the effectiveness of
the instruction in a three section
questionnaire: a course.evaluation
section, an instructor evaluation
section, and a written comment
section. The instructor is rated on
a one to . five response, one
i~dicating low, five indicating
high. In order to preserve the
students anonymity 1 the written
comments are typed by the
department secretary before they
are returned to the department.

"The department chairman also
benefits from the evaluation by
using it as evidence which goes in
the instructor's file, and from here
the chairman and deans will use
this student evaluation to
(Please turn to page 5)
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Media Week
1 :30•4:30 p.m.: Workshop by~
Blue Dome (Union~
Ballroom)
~
8 p.m.: Blue Dome presents"Tbe~~
Buffalo Dance" (tJnion)tl(
.. Ballroom)
•
~
Tuesday
10:30 n.• m.• /12:30. p.m. /2:30
p.m.: "The Ritual" -)tl(
Bergman (Union Thenter)
)tl(
(details, p. 5) ~
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'Simple Menta/Technique' Releases Stress
Transcendental Meditation Defined in UNM Shown Film
I

!

editorial
Mandatory Evaluation Needed
The single word that chills the hearts. of
the faculty when a teacher evaluation is
mentioned is mandatory.
Goose bumps of fear break out on the
thin skins of faculty members who assert
students are .unable to assess a teacher's
performance, and tremble to think students'
opinions might be considered in making
tenure and promotion decisions.
To date, strictly voluntary evaluations
conducted by such diverse groups as Sigma
Tau engineering honorary, ASUNM, and
student-oriented professors, have been an
escape valve.
But, a mandatory teacher evaluation has
stealthily crept into the system. The speech

department is now developing a teacher
evaluation that will be used in tenure and
promotion der.isions, and in thP
self-evaluation and disciplining of' faculty
members in the department.
The adoption by the speech department
of mandatory teacher evaluation is a clear
indicator of the direction student
participation in academic decision-making is
going at UNM.
Teaching, the most important faculty
function, must be responsive to student
needs. Mandatory evaluation is the most
important step to making each professor,
and the administration that determines his
tenure and promotions, responsive to
students.

The Source
By Carolyn Babb

Q. What is the present deal on draft deferments? Is it just
incoming freshmen who aren't deferred? J.C.
A. Jim Kelley, head of the Draft Counseling Clinical Law
Program, said draft deferments of students carrying the
necessary number of hours, etc., previously U-S, are
continued. If your lottery number is over 125 (the Selective
Services announced a ceiling for draft calls this year) you
might think about dropping your student deferment and
getting a 1-A, because if the board goes through December
and has not called your number, you would then be reduced
priority group for next year's draft and less likely to be
called. If you aren't certain whether your number will be
called or not, play it safe and wait until around Dec. 20 to
drop your li-S.
As for incoming freshmen, their status is pretty much up
in the air until copies of the new statute are available. Kelley
said local draft boards don't seem to even be considering
applications by freshmen right now, and probably won't until
the new regulations come out in a few weeks.

"Transcendental meditation · was put. out hy the Student.~;'
International Meditation Society
pur!J:ies the nervous system,"
(SIMS).
Peter Muldavin, a teacher of TM,
"Transcendental meditation
said. ''It improves your health,
dissolving abnormalities, which enriches the individual's life,
expands his awareness, makes him
axe illnesses. Once stresses are
more fit to enjoy more of life. It
released, they are gone forever.
directly affects all aspects of an
" It is not a philosophy, a
individual."
religion or a theory. To be
Purpose
successful, one does not have to
The Maharishi was educated in
believe in it. It does not conflict
physics, the film said, and spent
with anyone's religion," Muldavin
13 years with his tutor. In 1959
said.
he brought transcendental
Transcendental meditation was
defined as "a simple mechanical meditation to the U.S. The goal,
mental technique, that aft~r he said, is for society to be at
peace and this can be reached
simple instructions, allows the
throughTM.
user tu e:;c,paud hi~ wind aud bring
In the fHm several students
deep rest to his body. It is deeper
training at the Maine Symposia to
than deep sleept."
be teachers of TM were asked how
Principles
it had affected their lives. They
The Marharishi Mahesh Yogi,
who brought TM to the United said it gave them strength, made
States, ou tUned his definition of things more enjoyable, helped
their studies and one student said
the technique in a 20·minute film
it helped him when he was on
of the 1971 International
Symposia held last summer. The drugs. Generally the students
film was recently shown in the agreed one of the immediate
benefits of TM is loss of stress.
Union.
Getting Involved
''It is a matter of expanding.
Transcendental meditation first
The process expands the
conscious mind. Itt everyone there · involves two introductory lectures
at which the student prepares for
is a reservoir of happiness," the
Maharishi said in the film, which receiving more detailed

instruction of TM, Muldavin said, process of expanding the mind.
"Suppose you are in a dark
Then there are four one or
two·hour sessions, These sessions -'room. The probelm is the dark;
are in four consecutive days and you don't have light. You may
the individual is with a teacher open the doors and windows and
then. The individual meditates try to blow out the darknl!ss with
15·20 min11tes twice a day, once a fan.
Or yo1.1 may go to a psychiatrist
in the morning and once in the
and try to find why yol.l see
evening.
Muldavin said the instmction blackness, ""(ou ma.y wait
was free, but "students are asked hundreds of years and let the
to bring a minimum of $35 and walls crumple, then there would
working aduJ.ts $70. SIMS is a be light all around.
flashlight
non-profit, tax-exempt
But if someonA knows the
educa,tional organization, We use
the money to offset the spreading technique of electricity then he
of TM, for publicity, for renting a can go across to a wall and flick
lecture hall and flying teachers on a light in a second. TM is the
flashlight. We don't concern
around the country.
Muldavin, who gave his address ourselves with the darkness; we
as San Francisco, is a full·time add a second element-light.
"TM is a vehicle that takes our
teacher.
No Dope Allowed
attention to your inner
Requirements for TM, he said, consciousness," Muldavin stated.
"are to be able to think and the "It works automatically and it is
fee, of course. We ask people universal so anyone can practice
wanting to learn TM to abstain it."
from non·prescription drugs 15
The next lecture is Oct. 14 and
days before starting. The effects the next course should begin
of the drugs are gone by the sometime in November, Muldavin
fifteenth day. Then you know the said. He said he expects tohave 30
clarity of the mind is part of TM. or 40 in the course.
Drugs would detract from the
Mike Clements, a junior at
benefits and interfere with the UNM and in the pre·med program,

Q. When you buy something that's crummy, where do you
go or look to find the manufacturer's address so you can
write and tell them how shitty their product is? P.B.
A. There are several places. First, you might trot over to
room 248 in the Union some weekday between 10-12 or 1-4
p.m., the Office of Consumer Affairs, and fill out a complaint
form. The people there will then write a letter to the
manufacturer.
To look up the information yourself, go to the main
branch of the Albuquerque Public Library or to Parish
Memorial Library in the Business School. Meosha Mockey,
business school librarian, said if you know who the
manufacturer is, Poor's Directory will give you the address,
and if you only know the trade-mark or brand name, use
Thomas' Register to find out who the manufacturer is.

"It's beautiful - and Ito w do we use it without also blowing ourselves off the map. .. ?"

commentary

Priests Define Modern Function
By BARRY JAMES
political activities," Hoeffner said.
VATICAN CITY (UPI)- Can a
This possibility has been
Roman Catholic priest be a rejected by many prelates, who
politician, a revolutionary or even · argue that the priest's task is to
a guerrilla leader in extreme explain the general principles of
circumstances?
social and political action,
This is one of the concrete Hoeffner said. However, he
questions facing the Third added:
International Synod of Bishops.
"Some synod fathers, especially
n has been raised time and Latin Americans, have insisted on
again by the hierarchies of Latin the link between Christian
America, where many priests salvation and human liberation
sympathize with left wing and which even priests should help to
revolutionary movements.
obtain."
West German Cardinal Joseph
Latin Americans
Hoeffner of Cologne, who drew
The Latin Americans have been
up the doctrinal guidelines on in the forefront in asking the
which the synod is basing its synod to solve down • to • earth
discussions, rather scathingly questions.
dismissed the possibility of priests
Bishops Aloisio Lorscheider of
taking part in such worldly roles Santo Angelo, speaking for the
when the synod opened.
Brazilian Episcopate, asked
Not Simple Function
bluntly whether Christian
"The priesthood cannot be communities have the right to
reduced to a simple humanitary create their own ministries - a
function like a kind of Christian contradiction of the traditional
Red 'Cross," he said in his original theory that the priest's powers
doctrinal document.
come from abo·te.
However, Hoeffner did
Lorscheider asked whether
recognize that there is room for there should not be several
discussion of the problem in the different . kinds of ministry
doctrinal part. It will recur during whether celibacy is necessary and
later discussions about the even whether a man called to the
practical aspects of the priesthood ministry must necessarily be
and. during the synod's second ordained a priest.
theme, that or justice in the
Different Ministrie!!
world.
Archbishop Avelar Brando
Hoeffner said the synod should Vilela of. Bahia, Brazil, the
perhaps attempt to define what is president of the Latin American
a priest's primary role; should it Episcopal Conference, also said
be to celebrate the sacraments of there is evidence of a need for
the Church or should it be to several different kinds of
ministries.
preach the word of God?
Political Activities
"Specifically, in Latin America,
"To this is related the problem priests wish to exercise their
of the participation of priests in
prophetic function in favor of
worldly activities, including their social justice and the service of
possible participation in direct the poor," he said.

Above, all Brando Vilela
stressed the need for absolute
realism: "There is a great shortage
of p r 1 ests and seminaries are
almost empty," he reminded the
synod.
Celibacy Not Problem
Bishop Eduardo Plronio
secretary of the Latin America~
Bishop's Conference, even said
many Latin American priests are
so dedicated to social causes that
celibacy is not a major problem
for them. Being single enables
them to serve their people
completely, he said.
Archbishop Raul Primatesta of

Cordoba, Argentina, said the
priesthood crisis is "closely llnked
with the profound changes taking
place in society and the process of
Eecularization. The changes taking
place. concern especially justice
and liberty • . . they are practical
questions, sometimes leading to
violence."
And Bishop Luis E. Enriquez
Jimenez of Caracas warned that in
Venezuela "there is evidence
particularly in the young of a real
crisis of values and a tendency to
advocate radical changes even
through the use of violence .. ,"

Q. Why is the northwest quarter of the 700 block of Gold
SW zoned for no parking between 6 p.m. and 1 a.m. when
there is obviously no business there, etc.? P.'P.
A. The business isn't obvious because it's around the
corner on High and Central. Robert Moore of the City Traffic
Engineer's office said the signs were originally ordered
because of the large number of kids going to Lionel's (now
defunct) and circling the block. Gold is a narrow street so
that parked cars between 6 p.m. and 1 a.m. caused a traffic
problem. The problem still exists with Bob's. (The officer
who issued your parking citation did say someone had
complained about your car being illegally parked).

~------------------------------------------------------------------~----~------~~~~~--~
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Stanton Friedman: contact the
FAA immediately. Your vehicle is
.double parked in the holding
pattern at Kennedy International
Airport.

250 wpm

With Poor
Concentration?

THERE IS A BETTER WAY!
FIND OUT YOURSELF ATTEND A FREE MINI-LESSON IN THE SUB
EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
EVANS LEARNING CENTER

301 San Pedro Drive NE

Five· Years In Albuquerque, over

(All questions should be directed to The Source c/o The
Lobo, P.O. Box 20 University of New Mexico, 87106 or
dropped in The Lobo suggestion box, located inside the east
door of the Union. Please include your name, address and
telephone number; although only initials will be used in the
column. Questions will not be answered by mail).
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to get a clas~ started that
teaches the Science of Creative
Intelligence.
J>ure Consciousness
Clements, who began
meditating six months ago, said
that transcendental meditation
and creative intelligence
supplement each other, "Creative
intelligence as a course explores
the potential and clear,
intellectual understanding
designed to experience the field of
consciousness," he stated.
Anyone wonld be t~ble to take
the course, Clements said. As yet
the plans .for the course are in
their rudimentary staJe, He said
he hopes to get thE: course started
by the fall semester of '7 2,
"Right now I'm just trying to
get an hour seminar, But a
seminar is not important enough
for me to justify bringing down a
teacher from Denver. Hopefully
soon Albuquerque will have a
teacher. It's all a matter of how
interested students are,

Are You
Still Reading
the ''Old
Fashioned''
Way of

Q. What are the criteria on which Miss Watermelon Bust is
judged? Does it have anything to do with a play on the word
bust? G.K.
A. Tom Snodgrass, chairman of the watermelon bust
activities, said Miss Watermelon Bust was judged on her
personality and beauty, and had to be single and a junior or
below. There is no real correlation between the title and any
play on the word bust, he said, the title come~ from the
games which are about breaking watermelons.

Q. Why is there no lane swim at the UNM pool? G.F.
·
A. Ron Jacobsen, head of the intramural department, se.id
the pool has never been set up for a lane swim except for this
past summer. It seems the pool had been scheduled for
classes all day, cutting out the traditional faculty f staff swim
time from 12:30-1:30 p.m. In order to allow thern to swim, a
lane swim from 5-6 p.m. was arranged just for the sumrner
when children were excluded. The pool is now open for
recreational swimming to the entire UNM family (students,
faculty and staff and their dependents) Mon., Wed., and Fri.
6:30-9:30 p.rn. and 1·6 p.m. on Sat. and Sun.
Jacobsen said until the new pool is complete next year, the
old pool, which has been overused for the past four years,
would have to do. He said that starting today one lane of the
pool would be opened for lane swimming only, during
recreational swim but if the demand isn't there it will be
dissolved.

hop~s
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Graduates

LAST TIMES
Today &Tomorrow
4:30 p.m. &7:00 p.m.
S.U.B. Room 231 A
Page3

UNM Volunteers

Four Corners Alternative:

Tut.ors Focus on Underprivileged

Solar Power Could Cut Pollution
. The Meinels say 30 per cent of
By SAUL·PAUL SIRAG
(AFS)-Every day 26,000 tons this energy can be changed into
of coal are burned at the immense electricity by trapping the light
Four Comers power plant in New v.rith thih metallic oxide films of
Mexico, spewing forth 350 tons of large metal panels. The thin films
fly ash, 320 tons of sulfur oxide, let the visible light in but keep the
300 tons of nitrogen oxides, and infra-red light from getting out.
18 pounds of mercury into the The heat is carded off by liquid
once-clean air of the Southwest, sodium and stored in a molten salt
More smog is released than in Los reservoir, The molten salt stays at
Angeles and New York combined. 1,000 degrees F-hot enough to
New Mexico's Black Mesa, a run a steam tw·bine 24 hours a
mountain sacred to the Navajo, is day. No fuel is burned-on earth,
being strip•rnined for bituminous that is. The sun radiates its energy
coal to fuel the turbines of Four by hydrogen fusion, and
Corners and supply electricity to astronomers sny that it ha~ about
five billion years of hydrogen left.
Las Vegas and Los Angeles.
Desert City
More Strip Mining
Why hasn't this been done
_Black Mesa will supply six more
plants in the nearby area, so the before? Thin films of
planners say, More such metallic-oxides have been put on
strip-mining and gigantic smogging camera lenses for 30 years. But it
operations are planned takes a .sguare mile of thin film to
throughout the Rocky Mountains. collect enough energy to run n
Insane! But what can we do? 100,000 kilowatt generator.
We dig electricity, light, Nobody has made equipment to
deposit thin films over large areas;
refrigerators, stereos, etc.
Aden and Morgorie Mcinel at high vacuums and large amounts
the Ul1iversity of Arizona, may of energy are needed. Large sheets
have one answer: sun power. In of plate glass for office buildings
the deserts of the Southwest are now conted with thin films of
about 6.5 kilowatt hours of power metal oxides, so it can be dope,
There are problems of course,
fall on every square meter every
day. Most of it comes in the form To make electricity as cheaply as
of visible light but gct1;1 ;reflected the fossil fuel competition would
back into space as raidant heat, take a thin-film collecting surface
two miles wide by three miles
i.e., infra-red light.
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ALBUQUERQUE
COMMUNITY CONCERTS
1971-1972 Series
Monday, Oct. 11 .. Carl Matthes, pianist
Friday, Nov. 5, .. , The San Antonio Sympl10ny
Tuesday, Jan. 18 .. Christine Walevska1 cellist
Tuesday, Feb. 15 .. Mildred Miller, mezzo-soprano
Monday, March 6. The Stockholm University Chorus

}!ive Concerls-$10.00 Adults, $5.00 Students
Limited Number of Memberships Available

8:15P.M.
POPEJOY HALL

For Information
Phone 255-3474

long. Maybe a :;;ix·square·mile
electric plant in the desert is okay.
Ox maybe the collectoxs could be
put atop an exotic desert city; the
one million kilowatts produced by
such a plant is more electricity
than the city would need, and the
rest could be sent off to
neighboring more ordinary cities.
On the other hand, why should
fossil fuel plants be considered
competition at all-especially
when they use coal ripped off
from the Navajo? These rire
political and economic matters:
the price of electricity delivered
to people depends on the profit
structure of the ell.lctric industry,
so at least part of the solution to
our energy needs lies in changing
the industry's structure.
Thermal Pollution
The Meinel method of
producing electricity produce:;
waste heat. Som~ people think of
this as thermal pollution, which it
would be if we just threw the heat
away. The Meinels suggest using
the waste to run some industrial
process or desalinate sea water.
Imagine a desert city near the
ocean making its own electricity
and desalinating its own water,
with ~orne of each left over. All
with s11n power. Could be great
for Mexico, North Africa, the
Middle East, and Australia, as well
as the Southwest.
·
Peter Glaser of Arthur D.
Little, Inc., the management
consulting firm, proposes to build
a solar collecting panel five square
miles in orbit above the equator
where it would continually be
h'1th"il ;,.. "''"liflht Th" .,;'obr cell!:
would convert 18 per cent of the
light hitting it directly into
electrieity-fi£teen million
kilowatts worth. This changed
into microwaves and transmitted
from a one-mile-square antenna
down to earth, would be picked
up, come rain or shine, by a
six-mile sauare antenna and
changed back into ten million
kilowatts of electricity-enough
for present day New York. Glaser
claims the microwaves wouldn't
be harmful as they would have the
same intensity as sunlight.

Pediatric Residencies
A two-year residency training
program for pediatricians has been
approved by the Residency
Review Committee for Pediatrics
of the American Academy of
Pediatrics, the American Board of
Pediatrics, the Council on Medical
Education and the American
Medical Association at UNM
..!!filiated hospitals.
Attention ASUNM: Senate
meets Wednesday nights at 7 p.m.

TutQring underpriviled children
and undergraduates is the
part-time job of 20 UNM graduate
students. These student$ are
working on a pay or no-pay
volunteer basis as part of the
Albuquerque· School Volunteer
Progran~.

The program was originally
designed to helJ? children from
elem~ntary, junior high, and high
schools, but the UNM branch of
tl:te program has been expanded
this year to include the tutoring
of freshman and sophomores.
To qualify as a tutor, a student
must be willing to spend one hour
a week helping a child or another
UNM student. It is also necessary
that the student has sufficient
knowledge in one specific field of
study, and that be is dependable.
Eva Ro11ebelatt, Campus
Coordinator of the UNM p:rogram,

Media Week Preview

Churches Oppose Concert 'Radical' Dramatists Show
Vern Curtis

Tight Union Rules Affect
Drug, Panhandling Drop
A drop in the amount of drug
trafficking, panhandling, dogs and
force needed to enforce new
Union policies has marked the
relative effectiveness of the new
rules, says New Mexico Union
Director Vern Curtis.
"We haven't had much trouble
wit~ people on furniture. or the
mahcJoUS type of vandalism we
had. to deal with last year.
l'r~;:•ously we were consLan~ly
havmg damage done, such as kmfe
cuts in furniture," said Curtis,
.
Panhandlin_g .
Cu!tts t?ld of an mc1dent _last
year m wh1ch someone· broke mto
Casa Del Sol an~ dumped a large
amount of food mto garbage cans.
''It was amazing what kinds of
vandalism occurred last year,"
Curtis said.
"The amount of panhandling
has been greatly reduc~. We've
had only a few instances of
trouble. in this area,". he said.
"One mght a fellow walked up to
t~e night manager as be was eating
dinner and demanded a quarter
from him. The manager informed
him panhandling was illegal and
asked him to leave. While
escorting him to the door the man
kicked him and ran. The man
turned out to be a transient,

Medea
Pier Paolo Pasolini's film
"Medea" will be shown in
Popejoy Hall Oct. 16 and 17 at
7:30 p.m. In her first film, former
opera singer Maria Callas portrays
a murderess who kills her two
sons to seek revenge for her
husband.

Purchase Exhibition
Tlm-.,.Eighth Annual Purchase
Exhibition will run Oct, ll·Oct.
31 at the University Art Museum.

Economics Seminar
Paul Jonas will speak on
"Effects of Incentives and
Compensations in Birth Planning:
A Probit Model of the Tata
Factories Incentive Plan" to a
gtaduate economics seminar Oct.
14 at 3:30 p.m. in Mitchell Hall,
room 204.

ASUNM Elections

Petitions fot those wishing to

run for ASUNM Senate are now
available in the ASUNM office,
Union 242.

(@uarttra
Package Liquor

SCHLITZ
3.84 case

.96

6~pk

TEQUILA
4.39 qt.
905 Yale SE
Pnge4

has been tutoring children for five Public Schools by Title 1, Title 1
years. She said that one of the refel'$ to federal funds which are
many :re11sons why tutors are given to schools where 25 per cent
needed is that schools in or more of the students are from
Albuquerque are so overcrowded poverty homes. 'There are 25 such
and understaffed that the children schools in the city.
Need More Help
in need of help would never
When a child needs help in a
receive it except for the
certain St\bject it is reported to
volunteers.
It is the hope of all concerned the program by the teacher. The
that the children benefit in some tutor who specializes in the
way and in most cases they do. designated subject will be told
Miss Rosebelatt said, "When a who the child is and where to
tutor goes to school and gives one meet him. ]losebelatt said that
child his individual attention, the gradell 1·5 need more help with
reading than other subjects, and
child can't help but learn."
UNM has had tutoring that grades 4·6 have the most
programs in operation since 1964. trouble with math.
Although help with school
During that time they have
problems is an impoxtant concern,
rece~ved little if any recognition.
This year ASUNM allocated funds there are pot strict rules or
to the program for the first time, patterns to follow when tutoring
$172. However the program is young people. The tutor is not
funded through the Albuquexque just a teacher but also a friend.
"These ldds need help for many
reasons," explained. Rosebelatt.
"The child may have been sick
and has now fallen behind, or else
he just isn't as quick to learn as
the rest. Some children come
off-Broadway shows. Now, as from broken homes and feel
Blue Dome, they experiment with insecure in their environment,
ways to combine technology and reducing their capacity to learn.
theater while using a "dance Some kids, especially those from
theater" style. Inspired by the poor families, have tremendous
"painter's theater" of the ~arly potential but lack motiviation. A
'60s, they utilize plastic forms and classroom with 35 or 40 students
modules, controlled by the isn't going to help, but if a tutor
performers, with rear screen comes and takes them by the
lighting used as a backdrop. hand, the child will respond. This
"Straight theater," certainly, it might be the turning point in .his
life. Just finding someone who
isn't.
The Experiment In Media Week cares enough."
School begins and ends in a
film festival gets started Tuesday
wl.th three showings of a recent classroom for most of the
film by the Swedish filmmaker children. Overcrowded classes
genius - Ingmar Bergman. now prevent the once frequept
Showing in the Union Theater at field trips to museums and zoo11.
10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 2:30 However, if a child is lucky
p.m. will be "The Ritual" (also enough to have a tutor, he will
known as "The Rite"), another most likely be able to visit such
Bergman fantasy about a exciting places as the airport or
travelling t~:oupe of entertainer:>. maybe even UNM!

"they seem to be the only ones
that ever cause trouble."
Curtis told of a catered event
that had been cancelled due to a
previous incident in which people
walked in on a dinner, took food
and were very arrogant whe~
asked to leave.
Dogs and Drugs
"The absence of dogs in the
building has eased many ot o11r
problems. In the last few months
we've had two health checks in
which we got good ratings. This
was due to the fact that no dogs
were running around," said Curtis.
Last year the health inspectors
bad been threatening to close the
Union due to the dogs in the
building.
Curtis feels the drug traffic in
the Union has lessened. ''We've
only found a syringe on
occasion," he said.
One problem that has been
occurring this year is people
bringing alcoholic beverages into
such places as the theatre. "It's
tough to see people drinkin~ in
the dark. Unfortunately the
evidence is left on the floor,''
Curtis said.
Courtesy
Curtis thinks a real need is for
the students to cooperate in
things such as bussing their trays.
"It's just a courtesy to leave
things nice for the next person,''
said Curtis.
Tom Hogg of student activities
feels the new policy is of gteat
benefit to the students. "The
policy was needed and I'm glad it
came about,'' said }{ogg.
"The new regulations were not
only made by administration and
faculty but students as well," he
said.
"These rules aren't militaristic
but are for a good purpose. Such
things as theft and damage only
prohibit things," Hogg said.
"We hope to put a coffee house
in Casa Del Sol with nightly
entertainment, nation • wide not
local. We want it to be carpeted
and really a nice place. What
might prohibi~ us is threat of
damage. Hopefully these new
policy rules will help prevent such
proble~."

The Utah Council of Churches is see1~ing an
injunction to halt a scheduled performance of the rock
·
opera Jesus Christ Superstar Oct. 12.
The JC production by the National Touring Company
has been booked in the Salt Palace, a private
'
entertainment hall in Salt Lake City,
The council is seeking an injunction to preview the
performance on the grounds it is blasphemous, said
Darrel Leo, editor of the University of Utah Daily
Chronicle.
Leo said he doubts. the injunction attempt will be
successful.
The same road show troupe's production of JC was
performed at Popejoy Hall Sept. 18.
The church group is comprised of The .Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, the Utah division of
the Catholic Church, and several state Protestant
denominations.

Speech Students Rate Profs
(Continued {rom page 1)

determine the instructor's
qualifications for salary increases,
tenure and promotion~," said
Goldhaber.
Corrective action against the
instructors can also be tal(en as a
result of the evaluation.
Goldhaber said the department
chairman can talk to the
instructor about his weaknesses in
certain areas. "We can also advise
against non-tenure for a young
instructor. If his instruction does
not improve, requftemimts for his
course can be removed or even the
course itself. Last of all, we can
even get rid of the instructor."
'Academic Gossip'
"As a result of the evaluations,
we have been able to confirm
feeling we had about bad teachers,
whom we suspected of being bad,
through 'academic gossip' " said
Goldhaber.
"What have the results been in
our department? The speech
majors are more satisfied with the
department's interest in quality
instruction and the instructor's
average 'mean' has gone up since
the first evaluation.''
G oldhaber said, "Instructors'
opinions on it were very
favorable, with the exception oi a
few who received low ratings.
They were .'skeptical' of the
evaluation. I am convinced of the
reliability of the evaluation.. A
reliability nnalysis was run
recently and it came back 9S per
cent accurate."
Goldhabcr said he felt that the
mandatory evaluation should be
university - wide, but did not
believe that each department
could or should use the same
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instrument or system of
evaluation used by the speech
department.
Teacher Gains
The instructor also gains from
the evaluation. First "he will
receive feedback, this feedback
may be good or bad. The
instructor will also be able to see
which atea he is weak in, if he
accepts the evaluation 'as ait
honest, serious student
evaluation."
Goldhaber, whose study on
Communication and Student
Unrest in January, 1971, revealed
course and instructor evaluation
at UNM existed only on a
voluntary basis in all departments.
Goldhaber said, "If a faculty
member desired to be evaluated
by his students, either he or some
student group administered an
evaluation form, the information
of which remained in his
possession to do with as be
pleased.
Promotion
"No college or department
requires that a faculty member
submit student evaluation data as
evidence of good teachin·g. The
Faculty Handbook states that
teaching is one of the four areas
considered for promotion to a
higher rank. Even though teaching
rnay be more difficult to evaluate
than . scholarship, research or
creative work it should not
therefore be given a place of
secondary consideration in
over-all rating.

A

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Lobe is published
daily evew regul:.t· week ()f the Unl•
verolty year by the Board of Student
Publications of the Associated Students
o[ the University of New Mexico, and ia
not fintmcinDy a!lllocinted with UNM.
Second elMs postage pnid at Albuquer•
que, New Mexico, 81106. Subsctlptlon
rate is $7 for the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the ~di
terial pages of The Lobo 11.re those of
the nutbor ~olely, Unsigned opinion is
that t>f the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
ot the ABBooilited StUd<!llts or the Uni·
vcrs!ty of New Mexico.·

The workshop presented by the
:Blue Dome theater gtoup this
aftemoon from 1:30 to 4:30 and
their performance of ''The
Buffalo Dance" at 8 p.m. Monday
and Tuesday- all in the Union
Ballroom- will not be UNM's
introduction to the experimental
dramatists. They received
favorable reaction to their
performance here two summers
ago- though many admitted to
being slightly confused by their
radical approach to theater and
dance.
Blue Dome began in New York
in 1967 when its founders became
"completely bored with straight
theater." They had studied with
Stella Adler, tried the
Stanislawski method, and worked
as extras in the "Naked City"
television show and in on· and
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Early Upsets Mark WAC Squads
UTEP,Ariz·ona,BYU Fall ASU Wins Big
By JIM PENSIERO
Chaos broke loose in thE:
Western Athletic Conference this
weekend with two .favoxed teams,
UTEJ;> anr:l Arizona, biting the
dust to underdogs Wyoming and
Utah St. The only team· th~t
showed any degre<' nf conRi:;tency
was Arizona St. who had little
trouble with funky Colorado
State. Highlights are as follows:
Utah 32-UTEP 10
Behind the sparkling running of
Gene Belcyzk, the University of
Utah turned in their fil·st victory
of the season, a 32·0 WAC
co nfe'rence upset over favored
UTEP. UTEP is now 0·3 in WAC
play.
Belcyzk, a 175·pound, 5·9
jlmior scored on runs of 41, 10
and 17 yards to pace the
Redskins, His first score, this one
a 14-yard jaunt, came early in the
game to cap a 69·yard march
follwoing the opening kickoff.
With four minutes remaining
in the initial quarter UTEP struck
back when quarterback Gary
Keithley scored from one yard
out. A successful point after
touchdown gave them a 7·6 lead,
the first and last time in the
evening they would be on top of
Utah.
Belcyzk again was the prime
mover in the next Redskin drive,
this time taking it in from the 10
on an option pitch from
quarterback Scoot<1r Longmire. A
few minutes later Fleming Jenson
hit vn a 4 7-yard field goal to give
the Utes a 15·7 marvin fit
halftime.
v
From that point on the going

Photos by Charles William Feil Ill

UNM, Aggies Battle to 35-35 Tie
It was the first time since 1932
the two teams have battled to a
tie. New Mexico won the last two
years in what has developed into
quite an admirable rivalry.
Both teams could easily use the
slogan "rise to the occasion" to
explain what happened most of
the night. New Mexico State
staved off a couple of
instrumental UNM penetrations,
while the Lobo held the Aggi£ls to
less than half their own total
rushing yardage.

yards in total offense, the first
After that, the score began to
time this season in that category, look like an algebraic problem,
with three backs getting over 100 and each team tied the score after
yards on the ground. Fred Henry falling behind at least twice.
missed the 100-yard mark for the James kept it bouncing along in
game by only one yard.
multiples of seven by capping a
One Lobo drive turned into 62·yard drive engineered by
disaster for Nate McCall, who sophomore quarterback Joe
scored three times for the Lobos, Pisarcik with a three·yard dive
when Aggie Charles Howard over tackle with 44 seconds
swiped the ball from McCall and remaining in the first quarter.
ran 35 yards to paydirt for the
New Mexico tied it up early in
only score earned by either team the second quarter when McCall
while their defensive units were went arpund right . side for 15
ii~T~h~e~~L~o~b~o~s;;!~~~S~~~ playing.
yards and the score. Eight minutes
·~
McCall scored the :first later Rich Diller, who was New
Repair & ~faintenancc
touchdown of the game, capping Mexicv's top ground gainer for
CAMPUS
LAUNDRY
off
a 76·yard drive on the Lobos' the night, dove one yard to the
1.m all foreign cars
and CLEANING
second. possession of the night Aggie end zone and gave New
with a five yard sprint off right Mexico a lead they were not to
Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
'Joreign Car Speda/;sls
ond laundry
end. Joe Hartshorne, who went relinquish until the third quarter.
5·5 in points • after • touchdowns, Just before intermission Lloyd
333 Wvomina: Blvd. NE
Counse~or Alwayl on Duty
made it 7~0 with 8:13 remaining McMillan intercepted a Rocky
2106 Central S.E.
247-0036
265·5901
Free Estimates
in the first stanza.
Long pass to kill a Lobo drive at
~:=:==:=::==:sz=::::::=::=.~~~~~~~~~~~~!::;~
The Aggies 'bounced back, the Aggie four.
however, as Aggie senior Ron
The Aggies took the opening
"Pv" James, took the kickoff kickoff vf the second half 76
from his own one to midfield to yards to tie the score at 21 when
initiate a night· long challenge of Brvwn took a Pisarcik pass 30
the New Mexico kicking coverage. yards for the score. McCall
Four plays after James' return, returned the ensuing kickoff to
Ralph Brown scored the Aggies' the Lobo 30, where the Lobos
first points .of the night, going began a drive that was to last until
over the left side for 13 yards. Pat Diller lost the ball at the Aggie 14
McTeer tacked vn the extra point on a fumble. Ray Mack recovered
.:;;to~ti:.;:e;,:i:.::.t..=a:.::.t..:7_·7"-.=-----------=D=ill~e~r:::'s::;i;:u;:m;:b;:l;:e::.
Both New Mexico and New
Mexico Stat£l ground out five
touchdowns &nd ran enough to
circle the world, but there was to
be no winner Saturday night as
the Lobos and Aggies left the field
in a
deadlock.
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The Aggies could not move the
ball on the next drive, however,
and McTeer punted to Dungan,
who slipped on the Lobo 43. A
clipping penalty put the Lobos to
first and ten at their own 29. At
that point Howard stol<1 the ball
from McCall and went in for a TD
to give the Aggies a 28·2llead.
Long, UNM's senior
quarterback, took things into his
own hands after the Aggie
kickoff, running for 61 of the 72
yards it took for the Lobos to
score. His keeper off left tackle to
the NMS 12 from his own 43 was
the big play of the drive. McCall
took it around right side for the
score from th<1 Aggie two, and
with 4 :44 left in the third quarter
the score was tied at 28 <1ach.
New Mexico St&te exchanged
the ball with the Lobos before
mounting a drive from the UNM
47 that eventually gave them the
lead. Pisarcik completed two out
of three passes in that drive and
James ran three times, the fin&!
time two yards for the go·ahead
score.
The Lobos failed to move the
ball on the next drive, and llruce
Boone's punt put the Aggies vn
their 25, where, on the second
play of the drive, Fred Retzlaff
intercepted a Pisarcik pass at the
State 26. Retzlaff was the
replacement for injured
sophomore Steve Etnst, who
sustained a knee injury and may
be out for the remainder of the
season,
Retzlaff's interception set up
the final Lobo score and the final
score of the game, It came five
play& later, when junior halfback
Fred Henry bounded over from
the two.
New Mexico State threatened
on their last possession when
J&mes was the stalwart of a drive
beginning at the Aggie 21. Four
times the officials were forced to
measure for NMS first downs on
that drive, which ended with
McTeer's miss on a 27 •yard field
goal attempt.
Cancer cures smoking.
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Lea~h,

Cougars Capture
Tucker Link Tournament

BYU senior Ray Leach led the
Cougars to the team
championship by winning ·his
s<1cond Tucker Invitational Golf
Tournament Saturday at th£l UNM
South Course.
Leach had a final round of 69
and a four day total of 287
leading the six.·man BYU t£lam to
1177 total tournament strokes.
Defending champion Bruce
Lietzke of Houston fired a total
28 7 to place ·second in the
tournament.
The University of Florida
placed second in the team
standings as Gary Koch :finished
fourth with a 293. Koch, Lietzke
and North Texas State's Dennis
Walters were tied for the lead
after the third round Friday.
Houston came in third at 1192
and host New Mexico was fourth
with 1197. The Lobos first round
leader Greg Harmon tied for
eighth place as he fired his second
straight 78 in the final round to
finish with a 297 .
The Husky Blond· headed
Leach, who won the
championship in 1969, got off to
a hot start in the final 18 holes as
he withstood a late Lietzke charge
to win. He rolled in a birdie putt
on the first hole from 15 feet and
followed it up with another birdie
putt from 20 feet on the second.
L~ach ran. into trouble on the
7th after three- putting for a
bogey, but birdied eight and nine
to tum the corner thre£l•under.
His only bogey on the back nine
came on the 14th, falling short of
the green with his second shot he
chipped up but missed an eight
foot par putt.
"I had a one shot lead on
Lietzke going into the 17th,"
added Leach. "I parted the hole
but he three-putted for a bogey to
go two down with one hole
remaining." An even par 36 on
the back nine preserved his one
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got progressively tougher for the
Miners as Jenson hi.t for a 45·yard
field goal, and Longmire passed
for six points to Cal Woffinden.
Belcyzk meanwhile capped the
Utah scoring barrage with a
17 ·y&rd run,
Wyoming 14·Arizona 3
Wyoming quarterback Gary
Fox grew tired of the
monotonous trench warfare of the
ground g&me and threw incredible
touchdown passes of 80 and 82
yards to push the underdog
Cowboys pl\st the error plagued
Arizona Wildcats in a 14·3 WAC
victory.
The writing w&s obviously on.
the wall when Fox faded back on
the third play of the game and let
fly with a 80·yard aerial TD into a
25 -mile · an hour wind to flanker
Jerry Gadlin.
Arizona's only score came
midway through the fourth period
when soph Mike Desylvia booted
a 22·yard field goal.
Despite the fact that the
Wildcats picked up 268 offensivE"
yards their gains were constantly
nullified by mistakes. They
:fumbled three times, twice within
their 20 yard line, and
quarterback Bill Demory bad two
passes picked off.
Wyoming, spurred on by Fox's ·
record setting passing
performance of 305 total yards,
wasn't without error either as Fox
had three passes intercepted and
the team had two field goals
blocked. They also lost two
fumhlps.
Wyoming scored their second
and last TD on another bomb.

Len Maestas
2720 Central SE 268-5877

strike victory over Lietzke.
Lietzke finished the final round
with a 71, Koch slipped to a 76
and Walters fired a disastrous 79
to drop into a five·way tie for
seventh place.
Leach had 20 birdies and an
engle during the tourn&ment that
hosted an outstanding crop of
collegiate golf teams.
"We've always been a last day
team," said BYU coach Karl
Tucker, "I think th£l key to our
winning was the part·3 17th hole.
We had five pars and a birdie
Saturday on that bole and it's a
tough one."
BYU's well balanced team
finished strong. Dave Shipley had
a final round of 74 to finish at
296 and Joe Dills fired a 73 to
also finish with a 296. The
remaining three members of the
Cougars squad also fared well as
Randy Tiesiera shot a 7 3 Saturday
for a 298 total while Bob Lapie
irred a fine two • under · par 70 to
finish at 298. Rusty Guernsey
ended up with a 305 for the
tournament.
In the women's division Candy
Casebear of California State at
Los Angeles shot nn 80 in the
final round Saturday for a total of
242 to win the individual title,
The team title was won b~
Arizona, led by Paula Eger's
second place total of 245.

ASU 42-<1olorado St. 0
Arizona State didn't play
around at all with winless
Colorado State using a savage
ground attack to annihilate the
hapless Rams 42•0,
The Sun Devils scored a total of
six touchdowns, three by passing
and three on the ro:ound, but it
was their devastating ground
display that dug a shallow grave
for the weak CSU defense.
Their 499 net rushing total was
keynoted by scoring runs of 7 3
yards by Monroe Eley and a
record breaking 8 7 ·yard cruise by
fullback Ted Malone,
· The Rams were held to just 59
yards on the ground, with superb
running back Lawrence
McCutcheon held to just 19 yards
on 34 carries,
They fared slightly better in the
air, gaining 236 yards on
quarterback's Scott Simmons' 15
completions in 34 attempts, But
none of his efforts were good for
a score as the ASU defense
tightened wh<1nev<1r the Rams
came close to knocking on the
scoring door. This is the second
time this year tho Rams have been
shut out.
Utah State 29-Brigham Young

Prescriptions fllled
Sunglasses
Repair Service
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DID YOU KNOW?
Advanc.lhg aircraft and :missile tech·
nology requires resourceful man·
agers, pilots and navigator$. Go Air
Forcc~OTO.

October 21-Eivira Madigan by Bo Widerbergs
"Best Actress' at Cannes. "Perhaps the most beautiful
movie in history"-New Yorker magazine

October 28-Fires on the Plain by Kon Ichikawa
One of Japan's finest filmmakers.

November 4-no film scheduled
November 11-Rashoman by Akira Kurosawa
Who also made Seven Samurai, Yojimbo, and Throne of Blood.
This film won Grand Prize, Venice Film Festival, Best Foteign
Film, Academy Award (in 1952, when they still meant something)

November 18-Coof Hand Luke, Stars Paul Newman
The American Rebel. Format similar to "One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest;'

:

November 25-Thanksgiving
December 2-1 Vitelloni by Frederico Fellini
By the director of 8%, La Strada, Juliet of the Spirits, The White Sheik, etc:.

6:00, 8:00, and 10:00 in sun Theatre

Adtnission-seventy•fi.ve cents as usual
Come and feel the experience of viewing the World through
French-Swedish-Japanese~American-Spanish-German

eyes!

255-6329

....................

..

;============io

Stars Jean-Pierre Leaud (The 400 Blows, Stolen Kisses) 11Thi$
film could be called the children of Marx and Coco-Cofa.11
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Arizona State, Miss Voikus and
Isabella Ortiz split sets with
Arizona State's Peisachov and
Eileen Bailey, 6·4, 3·6, before
winning the third set, 6·3. Ortiz is
one of the top·ranked players in
South America, and Peisachov is
one of the top players from ISrael.
The B division doubles belonged
entirely to ASU, as Sandvig and
Mary Maguil:e defeated Coats and
Diane Toharczyh 6·4, 5·7, 6·4.
Miss Estes said the reasoning
behind having a consolation
bracket was because the teams
travelled to Albuquerque from
around a six.-state area, and
"nobody wants to come 500 miles
and only play once." The
consolation bracket was handled
in the same way as the upper
divisions, with Debbie McMurry
of Amarillo College beating
Prinny Mallamo of Arizona, 6·4,
6·2, in the A·singles bracket,
Leona Lawrence of Northerll
Colorado beat Diane Chastain of
Amarillo College fol;' the B-singles
title in the consolation bracket.
In consolation doubles,
McMurry and Diane Martindale of
Amarillo defeated Mallamo anr:l
Linda Farmer of Arizona, 6·2,
4·6, 6·3, for the A-doubles. Dina
Benedetti and Robin Morse of
UNM defeated Sandra Owens and
Pat Costello of Northern Colorado
for the B-doubles consolation
title.

October 14-Masculine Feminine by Jean-Luc Godard

CASEY OPTICAL
4312lomas NE

Sun Devils Domin,ate
Ladies' Tennis Meet

presented by ASUNM .Fihn Committee

Master Charge &
BonkAtnericard

next to Cosey'sRexall Drug

had only a few plays earlier
completed a 40·yard pass to
Goldom Richards to ignite the
BYU offense.
The Cougar offense was held
to only 14 total yards in the
second half as their backfield was
thrown for 68 yatds in losses.
Utah'~ final Rnore 11ame late in
the final period, this time on a
six·yard keeper by quarterback
AdaJ;US.

THURSDAY EVENING
EXCEPTIONAL FILM
SERIES

Who's Who

9:00 AM-7:00 PM

the score,
A few minutes later
Liljenquist couldn't even get the
punt off and waa smothered at his
own 18. Jerry Hughes took it in
from the one a few plays later to
give the Utags a solid 22·7 lead at
half.
BYU'~ cole third quart.!"r driVA
was squelched when defensive
back Rod Roosa intercepted a
Brian Gunderson pass, after he

Three years ago, representatives
from regional schools met to
outline a fall tennis tournament
for women, The group, called the
Intermountain Conference, felt
that there should be a tennis
tournament in the fail because
most of the meets had previously
been held in the spring.
Miss Linda Estes, of UNM's
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Department, and
director of women's sports at
UNM, volunteered Loboland as
the site of this fall tournament,
and it was approved.
"It went beautifully," said Miss
Estes of this year's second annual
Roadrunner Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament for Women. "Every
team entered showed up," She
said the turnout included many
highly • rated players not only
from this region but from other
areas as welL
The tournament had two
singles divisions and two doubles
divisions, as well as a consolation
division in both singles and
7
doubles.
Utah State lived up to pre·game
The winner in the A·singles
predictions in smashing the BYU division was Andrea Voikus of
Cougars in a 29·7 non·conference Odessa College, which is one or
victory.
the more powerful teams in the
The Utags got on the board area. Voikus, who is from
early on a 42-yard field goal by Connecticut, was ranked
Mickey Doyle. BYU c&me right nationally in the 18 · and • under
back however, scoring n a 49·yard division last year. She defeated
sprint by Pete VanValkenburg for Paulina Peisachov of Arizona
their sole tally.
• State in the finals, 6·4, 6·2.In the
USU made it 10·7 on a 24·yard B·singles division, Carol Coats of
aerial frvm quarterback Tvnly Arizona State defeated teammate
Adams to halfback Tom Forzani. Carol Sandvig in two sets at 6·4
Early in the second quarter the £lach.
Utags began icing the cake when
The doubles division in both A
Wicks, a split end, took a 60-yard and B was also dominated by
punt from BYU's Joe Liljenquist competitors from Odessa and
and ran it dvwn the sidelines for

Applications for Who's Who
among students in American
Universities and Colleges may be
picked up in the dean of students
office in the administration
building and the activities center
in the Union.
Who's Who is open to juniors,
seniorsand graduate students,
Applications must be turned in
to the Who's Who mailbox by the
ASUNM offices by 5 p.m. Oct. 1.
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This time Fox loosed an 80·yard
behemoth- to split end Mike
Leadke with 9:30 remaining in
the game. The pass came on the
first play following a r£lcovered
fumble by Arizona fullback Joe
Petroshus.
The Cowboy defense figured
highly in the victory especially in
light of the fact that they held
Demory to two receptions in 10
passing attempts. Demory was
hitting for 52 percent of his passes
coming into the game.
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CLASSIFIED
RATES; 7c per word, 20 word mini•
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Is to
l,"tln five or more cons~utive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 6c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10, ·

ADVERTISING

I

WH~Rl!1: Jo\)rnruism Building. RooJ;n
206, afternoons prefernb)y or m~ll.

Classified Advertising
UNM l'.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N,M, 87106

TERMS: Pa:yll)ent must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

1)

PERSONALS

THE RAG SHOPPE-TllE place for used
women's clothing. We BUY and SELL.
Call us at 268-2823 for sp~iflcs, San
Mateo an4 Indian School NE. OP-en Mon.
thru Sat.-10 am to 6 pm. 10/21
WANTED TO BUY: A fairly new 10·
speed bicycle, reasonably prlced-2983878. 10/12
AGORA-Student to Student lw)p, Any
· Problem, any time of tllt! day or night.
Coffee no extra. NW Corner Mesa VIsta.
277·3013, 10/12
READY I To start a bright new semester
:full of happenings. See us I Arrange-.
mente Unlimited. 107 Girard SE. 266·
8879. 10/14
GIRLs-We have your size. Bell's by
Levi'a. Lobo Men's Shop, 2120 Central
SE, 248-6964, 10/6 .

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: DAVlS tennis racket; Spanish
purse with precious bible inside. Mazy
277-2966. 10/18
LOST: Black S·VIeek puppy, Near Yale.
Contact Nanc:y. 266-9367. ,RewaTd. 10/18
LOST: GOLD WIRE FRAME PRESCRIPTION GLASSES In a tan case. 266-2414.
10/14
PLEASE ItELl' US FIND OUR 1'/.l year,
:female Mnlamute lost Oct. 4, Sandia
Park area. Desperate. Reward for any
pertinent information. 265-3611, Ext.
273 or 282-3460. 10/16
LOST: SILVER FLUTE left in a VW.
Tommy, 18091h Silver SE, apt. 6. 10/14
FOUND: One earring. Ladies lounge,
Journalism Bldg, Claim ln 205. 10/14
:BORROWED. My leather P\lrae from Zim•
merman basement. I'm just interested in
ll'ettlng back my pictures, etc. Keep, ID,
checks, TDN tlckets, $25 "reward ' for
return. l'lease return them they're Irreplaceable. Teri 299-1977. 10/13
LOST: Siamese Cat-Female 1 yr. CHANTEL. Call 266-0169, 403 l'rlncceton SE.
10/13
LOST: Gold and silver wedding band at
UNM football game. Sept, 26. Contact
268-1972. Reward l
FOUND one slide rule In case, 9/29 by the
Pharmacy bulldlng. See Syl at 2009 Lead,
SE to Identify and claim after 4 in the
p.m. 10/9

3)

<:>

BEADS, BEAPS, BEADS I Hundred Gf
different kinds ~nd colors of beads.
Beads for macrame at The Bend Sluunan.
401B San Felipe NW. Old Town. 11-7
daily, 10/13
LEATHER BELLBOTTOMS AND JACKETS by Levl'a. Lpbo Men's Shop, 2120
Central SE. 10/16
1968 VOLKSWAGEN BUG, coll 266·5061,
10/lll
HOMEMADE BREADS: AU ab:es, tastea
and smells. Order )low. 242-1984. 10/9

7)

Peron Interview
A taped interview in Spanish
with Juan Domingo Peron, former
president of .Argentina, by former
UNM Visiting Professor Alexander
Craig, covering a number of topics
will be heard Oct. 12 at 7 p.m. at
the International Center, 1808
Las Lomas,

EMPLOYMENT

BABYSITTER, Mon-Fri, 7:30-6:307:. Old
Tovm Area, 248-2188 after G. 10 12
RESPONSIBLE MAN WANTED TO
MANAGE Motel-Style Apts. Call 2561664. 10/8
•

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED: Good Used Motorcycle Helmet,
Call 277-8087. 10/12
IIARRIS TWEED SPORTS COATS, $80.00
each, New Arrivals from England. Also,
Navajo ;rugs, many Interesting imports.
Freed Company, 416 Central Ave, NW.

Bodies

Student Loans

Students who have loans from
the State Student Loan Program
are advised that the checks are
now available. Authorization
forms may be obtained from the
Student Aids Office.

5) FORSALE

6)

CAMPUS BRIEF§

David Harris

A film and tapes on David
Harris will be presented Oct. 7 at
7:30p.m. at the Newman Center..
. The program is sponsored by the
War Resisters and Amistad.

COGNAC, FRANCE (UPI)World consumption of brandy
increased by 20 per cent in 1970,
according to the interprofessional
Wine Bureau of Cognac.
Some 120 million bottles of
cognac were sold throughout the
world, with Hong Kong leading
the way with 4.'1 million bottles,
the bureau said Thursday. This
represented a 7 0 per cent increase
above the previous year.
There are eight million fillers in
'lhe Naked Lobo. This has been
one of them.

Kiva Club

The Kiva Club is planning a
meeting Oct. 14 at the
International Center. It will be
followed by a chile dinner. Indian
students are invited to come. The
meeting starts at 6:30 p.m. and
the dinner is at 7:30 p.m.

Graduating Seniors
If you have not visited the
Placement Center to complete
your Grad II registration form
you should do so immediately.
The deadline for submission of
completed registration forll1S is
Oct.13.

The body willing program of
the UNM School of Medicine,
department of anatomy has
been resumed after a two·y~ar
suspension due to growth of· the
Medical School and donor forms
are now being accepted from
Albuquerque area residents. For
additional information contact
the department of anatomy at the
Medical School.

Student Loans
Students receiving National
Defense or N.M. State student
loans must go to the Student Aids
office for an exit interview when
withdrawing from UNM. Students
can come for the interview during
office hours.
~~f*YW~b"kSJM.B;W~£f'fi'¥$$ilt'tEt'&WJ&~~

iw Calhng U 1
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Calling U

October 11, 1971
Campus Crusade for Christ; 9 a.:tn.;
Union, room 23l·A.
President Heady; 1:30 p.m.; Union,
lobby,
Panhellenic Council; 3:30 p.m.;
Union, room 230.
La Societe du Cinema; 3:30, 7:30
and 9:30p.m.; Union. theater,
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics; 5
p.m.; Union, room 231-A.
Student National Education
Association; 7 p.m.; Union, roQm
231-E.
Town Club, 7 p.m.; Union 230,253.
ASUNM Tutoring; 7!30 p.m.;
Union, room 231-B.
Student activities-- Popular
Entertainment; 8 p.m.; Union,
ballroom.

Guest at Conference

I

One of five guest faculty
members selected from all over
the nation at the 18th annual
western ,cardiac conference Oct.
20·22 at the University of
Colorado Medical Center in
Denver is W. Sterling Edwards,
professor of surgery at the UNM
School of Medicine,

History StUdents
Professor Martin Ridge will
speak a bout. "Writing for
Scholarly Journals" in room 101
of the Education Building
Tuesday, Oct. 12, 11.t 8:15 p.m.
This should be a talk of particular
interest to graduate students,

Linguistics Club
The UNM linguistics club will
hold a meeting Oct. 13 at 8 p.m.
in room 153 of the new Ortega
Hull.

Las Campanas
Las Campanas will hold its
monthly meeting in room 250-B
of the Union .at 7 p.m. Thursday
Oct. 14. If you are interested in
remaining a member of Las
Cumpnn:m but eannot attend, call
277·5608 or 247·4422.

All Seasons Bazaar
The Wives Club of the
NESEP/NENEP organization of
UNM wHI hold a bazaar and bake
sale Oct. 16 at 10 a.m. until 4
p.m. at the Naval Science
Building, Yale at Lomas N.E.
Proceeds will go to the All Tribes
Indian Mission School.

SERVICES

Experiment in the Media
Week

TUTORING-In nil subjects on all levels.
Experienced, certified or college teachers
will tutor you in your home at convenient hours. CERTIFIED TUTORING
SE~VICE. 296·8100. 10/11
AUTOMOBILE TUNEUl'S, V·S'e. $16.00.
S'e $14,50, import& also, Guaranteed. 2654771. 10/16
AUTOMOTIVE TUNEl·Ul'S. Student
Prlr.e. New spark .Plugs, point&, condenser, rotor :foT 6 cylinder U.S. Auto only,
209-5230. 10/13
''IN-YOUR-HOME," TV Repair I Free Ell·
timate I $2 Se)Vlce. 268·8623. 10/12
.FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAl'HY - Wedding, You or
Whatever. 242-7668. 9/22

Film Festival

4) FORRENT
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All FREE

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED :for 2
bedroom lillartment. Call 243-6661 ext.
231 days, 268-0023 alter 6, 10/9

5) FORSALE
TWO GOOD USED MOTORCYCLE HELo
METB-$10.00 and $16.00. 266-4457,
10/18
WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN
YOUR OWN llOME with low down
payment ami monthly lllt:yll)enta le!s than
rent. For details call Mike llt 298·7689 or
Evo 2!16-51'19. 10/20
TWO GENTLEMEN STUDENTS share
room with kitchen prlvel~a!. Evenings
2GG-05!lu. 9/28
l'Wl PLYMOUTH STATION WAGONAuto. Trans.. powet' stt!ering. Rull!!
good, $160 or best offer. Rm. 323. The
Coller.o Inn. 10/15
1961 MGA Convertible, 106'1 Norton 750,
both good condition, 266-2~14, 10/15
"THE ECOPOLlTICS OF ELEC'fltlC
l'OWER" Md other pertinent. tales in
this month'o N.M. REVIEW. on sale s.t
the Student Union, Living Batt!h,
Pegasus, etc. 10/14
1!164 CUTLASS F·So convertible-4 new
tires, new paint, excellent runntng condition. Best offer. Call 243-312il. 10/14
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, UNN student.
247-9170, Pinon, ceds.r. 10/14
FENDER DUAL SHOWMAN, "2·16" J,
D. Lanclngs. $900.00. 265-8493. 10/14
lOGS HONDA 350 "Motocross" Excellent
Condition. Recent En$rlne, Call 266-936'1.
10/14
t STUDENT ALTO SAX $160 or make
offer-277-2231 or 24:.!·7931. 10/14
1969 VW bug In excellent condition.
$1,100. Clarinet, $45. 266-4122. 10/13
FIVE NEW STEREO COMPONENT
SETS. The~e units have AM·FM stereo
receivers w/8 track player. AlSo come
complete W/lleparatE! deluxe Garrard
changer and fcur sveaker system. $119.95
cash or terms. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. Open 9 till 9. tfn
nSED SUEDE AND LEATHER JACKETS. $2.60 to $16.00 each. New .arrhtnls
FridllY th!ll week at the bead Shaman.
401B Ss.n Felipe NW, Old Town 11-'7
dally, 10/13
DUE '1'0 THE GREAT RESI'ONSE to the
Lobo Ad our sUpply o! tl8ed suede and
leather jackets Is somewhat <1et~leated.
Start!nst thl11 Friday and ever; Friday we
will add 60•100 conte and Jackets. Thank
:You-The Bend Sbamnh. 401B San
Fcllpe NW. Old Town 11·'1 daUt. 10/18
JUST RECEIVED a shipment o! 1971
Singer Sewing Machines. These machines have never been \!sed and are
equipped w/zlg•zag, make buttonholes;
etc. Will be sold fol" $49 each, cash or
term$. .United Frelgbt Sales. 3920 San
Mateo NE, Opcrt 9 til 9, tfn
11l71 CASSETTE TAPE l'LAYER. Dttal
Speakel'-Automil.tie Level Recordiatr.
277-4296. :.!0/12
Gl) YAMAltA 250ce Enduro. Good Condition $400. Call 247·3128, 10/12
1970 StATA-UNNUSUAL SPOR'l'SCAR.
Take ovt!r payments. Days 842--7'124,
other, 248-3269, Durkin, 10/16
30 USED PORTABLE TV'S, $3(}.$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 265-ti987. 12/20
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Monday, October 11
1:.30 pm-4:30 pm Workshop presented by Blue Dome Theater group, New Mexico Union
Ballroom; free to all students
8:00pm

Blue Dome Theater group presents "The Buffalo Dance," New Mexico
Union Ballroom
The Blue Dome Experimental Theater is an
Off-Broadway production dealing with the environment.
Tuesday, October 12

1:30pm

Expeirmental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall

10:00 am-4:00pm

Film Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm; 2:30pm) Films: "The Ritual," also known as
"The Rite" (Ingmar Bergman)
Wednesday, October 13

1:30pm
. .10:00 am4:00 pnt

I

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company, Popejoy Hall
Film Festival (10:00 am, 1I:30 am, 1:00 pm, 2:30 pm) Films: "Hallucinations"
(Peter Weiss); "Science Friction" (Stan Vanderbeek); "Schwechater'' (Peter
Kubelka); "Stone Sonata, Motif, A Trip" (Carmen D'A\•ino); "Two Men and a
Wardrobe" (Roman Polanski); 1'Buster Keaton" short. To be shown in one series
Thursday, October 14

~
~

7!30pm

Experimental Films (five) from Bell Telephone Company. Popejoy Halt

10:00 am-1::00 pm

:filtn Festival (10:30 am, 12:30 pm, 2:30 pm) Films: ''The Round Up" (Miklos
Jancso, Hungarian, 1965)
Friday, October 15

· 10:00 am-4:00pm

Film Festival (10~00 am, 11:30 am, 1:00 pm, 2:30 prn) Films: "Clay~~ (Origin of
the Species, Eliat M. Noyes, Jr:); "Boiled Egg" (Marc Andrieux and Bernard
Brevent); "Les Escargots" (Rene Laloux); "Moonbird" Uohn Jubley); "Le Nez"
(Alexander Alexeieff); "A Short Vision" Qoan and Peter Foldes); "Night on Bald
Mountain" (Alexeieff and Parker) i "Stars and Stripes"

NEW MEXICO LOBO

